
Welcome back to Term 3 2021!

POSITIVE REMOTE LEARNING: The students and the teachers have adopted a range
of strategies for communicating through voice and text functions as well as videos.
The 1/2 team of teachers and their individual styles provides students with a variety
of approaches and a range of personalities. Hopefully you have noticed we are
balancing the use of digital technology with paper based and hands on activities
(where possible).

Communication

Compass and Seesaw have been crucial to making remote learning run smoothly and
we would like to thank all the families for hopping on board and adapting. The 1/2
Team have endeavoured to make the videos/directions informative and simple to
use. We are also exploring different ways of responding to your child’s work. We are
fortunate in the lower school that the responses from students are fairly small in
content and so we have the opportunity for giving more regular feedback than other
age groups.

School Value for Term 3: We Are Respectful

This term we are focusing on our school value of We Are Respectful. A reminder
that our school values are:

We are Safe
We are Respectful
We are Learners
We Care about Each Other

WHAT WE ARE LEARNING THIS TERM:

Literacy

Writing

Students will begin Term 3 revisiting narrative texts by looking deeper into creating more engaging stories with
stronger beginnings, improved problems and powerful endings. The editing and revising stages of the CWPS
Writing Process will be important focuses for students to improve ideas in their narrative texts.
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Students will then transition towards looking at different types of poetry. Strong links will be made to our Inquiry
unit relating to History and our local area where students will explore ways to describe and illustrate aspects of
local History through poetry.

Throughout the entire Term students will be continuing to experiment with and consolidate the fundamental
aspects of sentence structure which will include the correct use of capital letters, different types of boundary
punctuation, adjectives and vocabulary choices.

Reading

In Term 3 we begin with a focus on the skill of inferencing through looking at both digital and written texts. To infer
what is happening in a text involves using both clues from the text and prior knowledge or experience. We will then
explore the skill of reorganisation, which requires students to bring together two or more pieces of separate
information within a text to answer questions. Towards the end of the term, we will begin to explore visual literacy.
During this time we will look at focus texts and explore the way that the author and illustrator use colour, images,
font, text size and framing of content to complement the message or story.

As always, our main goal is to foster a love of books and reading, so we encourage students to continue reading a
variety of texts independently or with their families every day. Epic! Reading is an amazing digital library, which we
encourage your child to use. Each student has been issued with their grade’s access code and they simply find their
name. These books can be used to complete the daily reading activities.

Structured Word Inquiry

Our Structured Word Inquiry program this term is continuing to focus on sounds and letter combinations. We are
beginning to look more at the structure of words and building on those words using prefixes and suffixes. We are
becoming word detectives and looking at the meaning of a word and its origins.

Inquiry

Inquiry is designed to investigate the world around us and this term’s topic is Indigenous Melbourne and Coburg
Through the Ages. Students will have the opportunities to pose and respond to questions around familiar locations,
such as Coburg, and unfamiliar, such as greater Melbourne. They will use their senses to explore the world around
them and record informal measurements to make and compare observations. Students will also learn to record,
sort and represent their observations and communicate their ideas to others.

The Grade 1/2 Team is looking forward to our excursion to Healesville Sanctuary. The Healesville program we will
be attending is called Aboriginal Culture and Life Cycles. It brings the Dreamtime stories together, allowing
students to explore the life cycles of animals and their connections to the environment, seasons, the night sky and
Aboriginal culture. The students will learn about the Aboriginal connection to their environments, animals, seasons
and the sky and how this has changed over time.
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Maths

Number

The first few weeks of Term 3 will continue over from last term with a Place Value focus,  looking at expanding
numbers and rounding of numbers. This will follow by looking at the concept of multiplication, in particular
repeated addition,  groups of and making arrays. This leads nicely into the division concept with sharing groups of
objects into equal groups and then how many groups does the division make. A strong focus will be on making the
connection between multiplication and division.

Applied

Our topics of focus this term includes  understanding time; how to read analogue and digital clocks and in
particular to the hour, half and  quarter hour.  Then the different features of 2D and 3D shapes will be investigated.
This will lead into the location of objects,  where we will focus on transformations made to shapes, in particular the
flip, slide and turns. Quarter and half turns will be covered during this time. Children will develop their knowledge
through hands-on experiences and opportunities to problem solve.

Maths Fluency
This term the focus in the classroom will be on skip counting patterns starting with the twos,
fives, tens and threes. This will support multiplication concepts such as ‘ 5 and 5 and 5 makes 15’,
‘three lots of five makes fifteen’ and ‘three rows of five makes fifteen’ and so on.

Home Learning

Reading

Please remind your child to make sure that they are bringing their purple readers to school and changing them
each week. They should be reading every night for at least 10 minutes and recording this in their yellow reading
journals.

Maths

https://www.cobw.vic.edu.au/page/186/Maths-Home-Learning
This term our home learning focus is subtraction. The home learning program and sheets have had a refresh. On
the school website, you will find a list of single digit subtraction sheets. Please commence working on ‘subtraction
3,2,1,0’. They all start on the 1 digit sheet and work through the 2 digit and 3 digit horizontal sheets unless the
teacher tells you otherwise.  The purpose of these sheets are to work on fluency. You will know your child is fluent
when they are automatically saying the answer without counting, nodding, using fingers etc. Please note that we do
not expect students to be timed on these activities. When you feel like your child is confident with the first sheet,
you can feel free to move them onto the next one. This may take a few weeks depending on the sheet that you are
working on and your child's prior knowledge. This is a self-monitoring process and if you need support ask your
teacher.
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Parent Helpers
We can’t wait to have our parent helpers back in the classroom. We will let you know when this is possible again.

Excursions & Incursions
We have some wonderful excursions and incursions planned for this term. We are hoping to go ahead with these as
planned, however this is dependent on future covid restrictions. Our preference is to reschedule rather than cancel
but should this be necessary we will keep you informed.
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